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March 15, 1987 

Dear Customers and Friends, 
We hope that you are all well and enjoying the springtime pleasure of 

daffodils after such a snowy winter. 
We are in the process of building a new office since we seem to have 

"out grown" our old one. We are enjoying our new computer, and the more we 
learn about it, the more we hope it will enable us to be outside with our 
seedlings and other bulbs. 

Travels this past year have been very extensive, exciting and 
enlightening. We were up and down the east coast and in the mid-west 
lecturing, judging and helping individuals, Garden Clubs, Botanical Gardens, 
Colleges, Landscapers and Cities plan and implement their bulb plantings. We 
are glad to report that America is getting more colorful each year. For a 
long time, Americans were obsessed with beautiful lawns and green shrubbery. 
Now the trend is toward more and more flowers and toward achieving better 
fitness while planting, weeding and smelling - not to mention the fresh air 
enjoyed while gardening. It's so much fun introducing new bulbs and other 
perennials to excited and interested gardeners. More information of public 
gardens that might be interesting to visit is on page 25. However, there are 
many beautiful small, private gardens and yards that can be seen from the 
roads and sidewalks - like little pieces of Europe right here in our own 
backyard - so keep your eyes open! 

Speaking of our "backyard", we have had the most exciting and 
rewarding project take place right here in Gloucester. Last fall, a group of 
citizens (calling themselves the "Blooming Committee"!) organized a community 
beautification project for each of our schools. The Daffodil Mart and several 
other generous individuals gave over 20,000 bulbs, so each school child could 
have the experience of planting a bulb at his/her school as well taking a bulb 
home to be planted in their own yard. The project involved Garden Clubs, PTA 
and interested citizens who had a marvelous interaction with the children in 
assisting them with the planning and planting of the flower beds. Our whole 
community will see Gloucester "bloom anew" soon! If you're interested, we 
will be glad to help you start your own "Blooming Committee" by sharing 
information as to the organization and procedure used here. 

As a result of the excitment and anticipation of the flower beds all 
over the community, Gloucester County will re-vitalize it's annual Daffodil 
Festival on April 11th and 12th with its 32nd annual Daffodil Show. Bus tours 
of the Daffodil Mart and other daffodil plantings, a Children's Daffodil Show, 
Horticultural Arts and Crafts Display and Sale, Performing Arts on the Court 
Green, a Daffodil one mile run/walk, an Easter Egg Hunt and a Daffodil Dance, 
as well as the ADS Daffodil Show, are just some of the events of the festival. 
We hope you'll come and join the festivities! For more information, call 
804-693-2355. 

On April 24th and 25th, our house and gardens will be open for the 
Garden Week tour. We have planted over 200 varieties of tulips in beds of 50 
to 100. We have also planted over 150 varieties of additional spring 
flowering bulbs other than the 2000 varieties of daffodils that are in our 
fields, some of which we hope will still be in bloom by then. Although we 
won't be "open for business", we hope you will come for a "look see". We look 
forward to seeing old friends and meeting new ones. 

This is really going to be a busy spring at the Daffodil Mart, but 
we're looking forward to it all. We hope your spring is warm, filled with 
flowers and with excitment of a new growing season! 

We give ext/La batbis to eu4tomeA4 who 4end the-n otdeA4 in by May 31.6-t! 



EXPLANATION OF DESCRIPTION CODE 

The following is an alphabetical listing of our price list. Beside the name 
is the description code and price. The first number in the code indicates the 
division (#1 trumpet, one flower to a stem, trumpet or corona as long or 
longer than the perianth segments; #2 large cup, one flower to a stem, cup or 
corona more than one-third but less than equal to the length of the perianth 
segments; #3 small cup, one flower to a stem, cup or corona not more than 
one-third the length of the perianth segments; #4 double, double flowers; #5 
triandrus, two or three nodding blossoms per stem; #6 cyclamienus, reflexed 
perianths; #7 jonquilla, several small fragrant poeticus, dogwood-like red 
rimmed fragrant blooms; #10 wild forms, all species and wild or reputedly 
wild forms and hybrids; #11 split corona, corona split for at least one-third 
of its length; #12 miscellaneous, varieties not falling into any of the 
foregoing divisions). Next is a letter(s) indicating petal color, cup color(s) 
from inside out, sequence of bloom and height. The following codes may help. 
W-white; Y-yellow; 0-orange; R-red; P-pink; E-early; M-midseason; L-late. For 
example, Abba, the first daffodil listed, is a double white and orange flower, 
it blooms early-midseason, and is 16 inches tall. A suitability code is also 
given. (S-show, G-garden, N-naturalizing, C-cut, F-force, R-rock garden). 
"Stars" indicate our growth code. (****excellent, ***very good, **good, 
*fair). For example, Abba is good for show, gardens, naturalizing, cutting 
and forcing and is an excellent grower. The prices in the price columns are 
per each, per 3, per 10 and per 100 bulbs. Detailed descriptions by division 
start after the alphabetical listing. 

THE DAFFODIL MART FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS AND PLANTING INSTRUCTIONS 
Bulb crops "in general" prefer a low nitrogen-moderate phosphorous-high potash 
fertilizer. We have developed a slow release 5-10-20 formula with trace 
elements that we feel best suits the nutritional requirements of daffodils. We 
recommend a top dressing (as opposed to putting fertilizer in the bed as this 
may tend to burn the bulbs and cause them to rot) in the fall after planting, 
and again in the spring as their shoots are emerging. This program gives the 
bulbs a continual supply of nutrients while they are growing from the time 
they initiate root growth until the foliage matures in June. For organic 
nutrients, use a little cottonseed or Blood Meal for nitrogen - Bone Meal for 
phosphorous and calcium - and New Jersey Greensand or wood ashes for potash. 
Bone Meal is not a complete bulb food. Unfortunately it attracts rodents and 
dogs, which may dig up your bulbs to get to the bone meal. Please order 
fertilizer for shipment with your bulbs. For more information on our 
fertilizer, see page 23. 

WATERING your bulbs may be necessary if you do not get sufficient rain (1/2 
inch per week generally). Water is needed in the fall to assure good root 
growth before freezing weather sets in; again in the spring when active top 
growth starts; and in April and May, the most critical time, when the bulbs 
are manufacturing food for next years bloom. Our Leaky Pipe Soaker is 
excellent for this. For more information on the Leaky Pipe Soaker, see page 
24. 

PREPARE YOUR FLOWER BEDS AHEAD OF TIME 
I. Pick a spot with good drainage or make raised beds. 
2. Improve the texture of heavy clay by the addition of sand, Peat Moss or 

Gypsum. 
3. Dig your beds deep to encourage good root penetration. 
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NAME DESCRIPTION PER 
1 

PER 
3 

PER 
10 

PER 
100 

Abba 4W-WO-EM-16"-SGMCF-****+ $ 8 022 $64 
Accent 2W-P-M-15"-SG-**** $ 5 $12 $45 
Acropolis 4W-WWR-LM-18"-SGC-*** $ 2 1 5 $15 $120 
Actaea 9W-GYR-LM-15"-SGNC-****+ $ 2 1 4 $10 $ 80 
Ambergate 20-R-LM-14"-SGC-**** $ 2 $ 6 $20 
Amberglow 2Y-Y-M-16"-SGC-*** $ 2 $ 4 $12 
Amor 3W-YY0-LM-20"-SGC-**** X 2 $ 4 $ 8 $ 70 
Andalusia 6Y-YRR-EM-12"-SGN-**** X 2 $ 6 $18 
Apotheose 4Y-0-LM-16"-GC-*** $ 2 # 4 $12 $ 90 
Apricot Distinction 3Y-R-M-14"-SG-** $ 3 $ 8 #24 
April Tears 5Y-Y-LM-5"-SRF-***+ $ 2 # 4 1 7 $ SO 
Arctic Gold 1Y-Y-EM-16"-SG-*** $ 2 $ 5 $18 $150 
Arena 11Y-0-M-15"-SG-*** $ 5 $14 $45 
Ascot 4Y-YRR-LM-16"-SGC-*** X 	2 $ 4 $ 8 $ 75 
Astronoom 1Y-Y-M-20"-GC-*** X 	5 $14 $45 
asturiensis 10Y-Y-VE-3"-SRF-**** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Attraction 1W-Y-M-20"-GC-*** $ 2 1 5 $12 
Aurelia 7Y-Y-LM-12"-SGNC-**** $ 	3 $ 8 $25 
Avalanche 8W-Y-M-16"-SGNCF-****+ $ 	2 $ 5 $10 $ 80 
Baby Doll 6Y-Y-E-8"-SGRF-*** $ 	2 $ 4 $ 8 $ 60 
Baby Moon 7Y-Y-LM-4"-SR-***+ $ 	2 1 4 $ 5 $ 35 
Baby Star 7Y-Y-LM-4"-SR-***+ $ 	2 $ 4 $ 7 $ 65 
Baccarat 11Y-Y-M-26"-GCN-*** 1 	2 1 5 $12 
Bagatelle 1Y-Y-E-4"-SRF-**** $ 	2 $ 5 $12 $100 
Bambi 1W-Y-VE-8"-GNFR-**** $ 	2 $ 4 X 6 X 50 
Bantam 2Y-YYR-LM-8"-SGNFR-**** $ 6 $15 145 
Barrett Browning 3W-WRR-M-16"-GNF-**** $ 2 $ 4 $ 7 0 60 
Bartley 6Y-Y-VE-12"-GNF-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 7 1 60 
Beau Geste lYW-Y-M-16"-SGC-*** X  7 $18 $65 
Bebop 7W-Y-LM-6"-SR-**** $ 5 $12 $45 
Beersheba 1W-W-EM-16"-SGNCF-**** $ 	2 X 4 112 $100 
Belcanto 11W-Y-M-16"-SGC-**** $  5 $12 $45 
Bella Vista 2W-GOO-M-18"-GC-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 $ 80 
Beryl 6Y-YO-LM-7"-SGRN-**** X  2 $ 4 $ 6 $ 50 
Best Seller 1Y-Y-M-16"-SGN-**** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
biflorus 10W-Y-VL-14"-GN-****+ X 3 1 8 $25 
Big Hunck 2Y-Y-M-20"-GC-*** $ 3 0 8 $25 
Binkie 2Y-W-M-16"-GNF-**** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Birma 3Y-R-E-16"-SGNF-**** $ 2 1 4 $ 8 0 70 
Bobbysoxer 7Y-YO-L-6"-SNR-**** $ 2 1 4 $ 7 $ 60 
Bolton 7Y-Y-LM-12"-SGN-****+ $ 	3 $ 8 $26 
Bonus 6Y-Y-VE-12"-SGNF-**** $ 4 $11 #38 
Border Legend 2Y-0-LM-16"-SG-*** $10 $18 $90 
Brandaris 11Y-OYY-M-16"-SG-*** $ 7 020 $50 
Bravoure 1W-Y-M-18"-SGC-**** I 6 $15 $50 
Breton 1W-Y-M-16"-G-*** $ 3 IP 	8 $25 
Bridal Crown 4W-WYY-EM-14"-SGNF-****+ 1 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Broadway Star 11W-WOO-M-16"-SG-*** $ 2 $ 6 $16 
Broughshane 1W-W-LM-18"-SG-*** 0 2 # 6 016 

+Indicates fragrance 

JOIN THE AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY 
WRITE TO: Rt. 	3, 	2302 	Byhatia Road, 	HeAnando, MS 	38632 
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NAME DESCRIPTION PER 
1 

PER 
3 

	

PER 	PER 

	

10 	100 

Buffawn 7Y-Y-M-16"-SGNC-***+ $10 $25 090 
Burning Heart 11Y-0YO-LM-16"-SG-*** $ 2 5 012 0 99 
bulbocodium conspicuus 10Y-Y-M-5"-SRN-**** $ 2 X 4 0 5 $ 40 
bulbocodium nivalis 10Y-Y-EM-3"-SRN-*** 0 2 0 4 $10 
bulbocodium obesus 10Y-Y-EM-2"-SR-*** 4 $10 030 
Buteo 7Y-Y-LM-14"-SGNC-****+ $ 3 $ 8 026 
Bylgia 1W-Y-M-16"-SG-*** 4 $11 $36 
Cairngorm 2Y-W-M-16"-SG-**** $ 6 015 $48 
Camelot 2Y-Y-EM-14"-SG-**** X 4 010 $30 
canaliculatus 10W-Y-EM-4"-SR-**+ $ 2 $ 4 $ 5 0 40 
Canarybird 8Y-GOO-LM-14"-SGN-****+ 0 2 $ 4 7 S 60 
Canasta 11W-Y-M-16"-SG-**** $ 3 $ 8 $25 
Cantatrice 1W-W-M-16"-SG-*** 0 2 $ 4 $12 0 90 
Carlton 2Y-Y-E-20"-GNCF-****+ $ 2 0 $ 8 I 70 
Caruso 2Y-0-M-16"-GNC-*** 0 2 0 5 $10 $ 90 
Cassata 11W-YW-EM-16"-SGF-**** $ 2 4 010 $ 90 
Ceylon 2Y-OR-EM-14"-SGNF-**** X 2 5 $12 $100 
Chablis 11W-PPY-M-14"-SG-*** $ 8 $20 070 
Chanterelle 11Y-Y-EM-16"-SG-*** $ 2 0 4 $10 0 90 
Charity May 6Y-Y-EM-10"-SGNF-*** 0 2 I 4 $ 7 $ 60 
Cheerfulness 4W-WYW-L-18"-GN-****+ $ 2 4 $ 8 $ 70 
Chevreuse 11W-Y-LM-16"-SGC-*** $ 4 011 036 
Chinese Sacred Lily 8W-Y-E-16"-F-***++ $ 2 $ 4 $10 • 90 
Chinita 8Y-YRR-LM-20"-SGNC-****+ 3 0 8 025 
Chipper 5Y-Y-LM-10"-SGNR-*** $ 5 $14 $45 
Chit Chat 7Y-Y-LM-4"-SR-****+ $ 3 0 8 025 
Clare 7Y-Y-LM-6"-SR-*** 0 6 015 $55 
Cock Robin 6Y-R-E-12"-SGN-*** $ $11 037 
Colblanc 11W-GWW-M-14"-SG-*** 5 $14 045 
Collarosa 11W-YPP-M-14"-SG-*** $ 3 $ 8 $24 
Colleen Bawn 1W-W-E-8"-GNFR-*** 0 2 X 5 $15 
Colorama 11Y-0-LM-14"-SG-*** 0 7 $20 $61 
Congress 11Y-WO-L-16"-SG-*** 7 020 061 
Constantinople 4W-Y-E-16"-F-***++ $ 2 X 	Al 010 90 
Coquille 2W-P-L-16"-SGC-*** $ 3 $ 8 $25 
Coral Dawn 2W-YOW-M-16"-GC-*** 0 2 $ 5 012 
Court Martial 2Y-OR-EM-14"-SGNC-**** 0 2 $ 5 $ 9 
Cragford 8W-0-EM-12"-GNF-****+ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 80 
Curly 2Y-Y-M-18"-GNF-**** 0 2 0 	Al $10 90 
Daintiness 3W-Y-LM-8"-GNR-**** $ 2 0 4 $15 
Daviot 2W-YY0-M-15"-SGC-*** 0 2 5 $14 0120 
Daydream 2YW-W-LM-16"-SG-**** $ 2 $ 5 014 0120 
Debutante 2W-P-M-16"-SG-*** $ 2 $ 6 015 0130 
Deidre 3W-GYY-LM-16"-SGN-**** $ 3 0 8 $26 
Delibes 2Y-YOR-EM-16"-SGNF-**** $ 2 0 4 $10 $ 90 
Demure 7W-Y-M-6"-SR-*** $10 $25 095 

Come to the 32nd annuat ADS Da46odit Show spoil/sorted by the Ganders Ctab o4 
GtoucesteA hetd at GtouceteA InteAmediate Schoot (Rt. 17) on Apnit 11th S 12th 
3  -  6 Sat., 12  -  5 Sun. Atzo plan to be hene got The Da6iodit Futivat Sat. 
Apnit 11th. It 	going to be On! Patt come! FOA mo/Le inio, see page 2. 
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NAME DESCRIPTION PER1PER PER PER 
1 	3 10 100 

Dickcissel 7Y-W-LM-14"-SG-***+ $ 3 X 8 $25 
Dick Wilden 4Y-Y-LM-14"-SG-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 8 $ 70 
Dr. Alex Fleming 2W-R-LM-14"-SG-*** $ 2 $ 4 $10 90 
Dr. 	William de Mol 11Y-Y-M-14"-SGC-*** $ 2 I 5 $12 
Dolly Mollinger 11W-OWO-M-16"-SG-*** 1 2 	1 5 $15 
Double Event 4W-WYY-M-16"-SGC-**** $ 3 X 8 $25 
Double Fashion 4Y-Y°0-LM-14"-SGC-*** $ 3 	1 8 $25 
Dove Wings 6W-Y-EM-10"-SGRF-**** $ 2 $ 4 0 9 $ 80 
Duet 4Y-Y-M-14"-SGC-**** $ 2 1 4 $12 $100 
Duke of Windsor 2W-Y-M-18"-GN-*** $ 2 $ 4 9 9 $ 80 
Dutch Master 1Y-Y-EM-16"-GNCF-*** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Early Splendour BW-0-M-15"-SGN-***+ X 2 1 4 $12 $100 
Egard 11Y-Y-EM-18"-SG-*** $ 3 $ 8 $25 
Eland 7W-W-LM-12"-SGNCR-****+ X 3 1 8 $25 
El Camino 6Y-Y-M-16"-SGNF-**** $ 3 $ 8 $26 
Erlicheer 4W-WY-EM-8"-SGNF-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Estella de Mol 11W-Y-LM-16"-SG-*** $ 2 1 5 $15 
Fairy Chimes 5Y-Y-LM-6"-SR-*** 110 	125 $80 
Fanline 11W-PPY-LM-16"-SG-*** $ 5 114 $45 
February Gold 6Y-Y-VE-12"-GNFR-**** $ 2 X 4 $ 6 $ 50 
February Silver 6W-W-E-12"-GNF-*** $ 2 $ 4 $10 1 90 
Felindre 9W-GYR-L-16"-SGN-*** 112 	$30 $99 
Firestreak 2W-WRW-M-14"-SG-*** $ 2 	1 5 $12 
Flomay 7W-WWP-L-4"-SR-** 125 170 
Floralie 11W-W-M-14"-SG-*** $ 4 $10 $35 
Flower Drift 4W-WYO-LM-16"-GN-**** X 2 1 4 $ 8 $ 70 
Flycatcher 7Y-Y-LM-12"-SG-****+ $ 	5 	$12 040 
Flyer 11Y-Y-M-16"-SG-**** $40 
Foresight 1W-Y-E-16"-SGNF-**** $ 2 $ 4 X 9 1 80 
Fortissimo 2Y-R-M-18"-GN-**** $ 2 $ 4 $12 0100 
Foundling 6W-P-M-12"-SGN-**** $20 	$55 
Fresco 11W-GYY-EM-12"-SG-*** $ 	4 - $10 $38 
Frilleuse 11W-Y-EM-12"-SGR-*** $ 	2:$ 	4 $ 8 $ 70 
Gabriel Kleiberg 11W-GRO-M-16"-SGC-*** $ 7$18 	$55 
Georgia Moon 2Y-Y-M-18"-SGNF-**** $ 2 $ 4 110 $ 90 
Geranium 8W-O-LM-15"-GNC-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 0 80 
Gigantic Star 2Y-Y-M-18"-GN-*** $ 2 	$ 4,$ 9 $ 80 
Gin and Lime 1Y-GWW-M-18"-SG-**** $20 $55 
Gipsy Queen 1Y-WWY-E-4"-SRF-*** 120 	155 
Glacier 1W-W-M-14"-GC-*** $ 	3:$ 	8 	125 
Goblet 1W-Y-LM-16"-GNC-*** $ 	2,1 4 	$ 	9 1 80 
Golden Amber 2Y-R-M-16"-SGC-*** $ 3$ 9 $28 
Golden Ducat 4Y-Y-M-18"-SG-*** $ 2$ 4$ 9 X 80 
Golden Harvest 1Y-Y-E-18"-GNCF-**** $ 	21$ 4 1 9 1 80 
Golden Perfection 7Y-Y-M-16"-GN-***+ $ 	21$ 	4 $ 6 X 50 
Golden Rapture 1Y-Y-M-18"-SG-*** $ 	3;$ 	8 $25 

Wateking may be necezzaty 	you do not 
get zuficicient 'Lain (1/2 inch pert week 
in the Oft and 4)9/Ling). Atzo, mutching 
with any good, tight mateitiat hetp4 

pnevent weedz, contitotA gAound tempuLatute 
and hetp4 to fLetain moiztu/Le. 
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NAME DESCRIPTION PERfPER 
1 	3 

PER! 
10 

PER 
100 

Golden Starlight 1Y-Y-M-18"-SG-*** $ 3 	$ 8 025 
Gourmet 2W-Y-EM-16"-GC-*** 1 3 * 8 	$25 
gracilis 7Y-Y-VL-12"-GNR-***+ 1 2 1 4* 6 X SO 
Grand Monargue 8W-Y-M-16"-SGNCF-**+ 1 2 	1 5 	$12 $ 90 
Grand Primo 8W-Y-M-14"-SGNCF-***+ 0 2 X 5 	*12 1 90 
Grand Soleil d'Or 8Y-O-VE-14"-GNF-***+ $ 2 1 4 $10 $ 90 
Green Pearl 9W-GWW-LM-15"-SG-***+ 1 8 $22 165 
Green Rival 2Y-W-LM-18"-SGC-**** 1 2 X 5 012 X 90 
Halvose 8Y-O-LM-12"-SGN-***+ * 2 X 4 $ 7 1 60 
Hawera 5Y-Y-L-6"-SRF-**** $ 2 1 4 $ 5 1 40 
Highfield Beauty 8Y-GYO-LM-20"-SGNC-****+ 1 5 *12 S45 
Holiday Inn 11W-Y-M-14"-SG-*** 1 2 1 6 $15 
Honolulu 4W-R-LM-14"-SG-*** 1 2 1 4 *12 *100 
Hoodsport 11W-W-M-16"-SG-*** * 3 I 5 125 
Ibis 6W-Y-EM-12"-SGR-*** 1 4 $10 *36 
Ice Cap 2W-W-M-16"-SGC-*** 1 3 1 8 128 
Ice Follies 2W-WY-EM-18"-GNCF-**** $ 2 * 4 1 7 1 60 
Ice Wings 5W-W-EM-12"-SGR-*** * 5 114 145 
Indian Ruler 2Y-0-M-16"-GNC-*** X 2 1 5 112 1100 
intermedius 10Y-Y-M-10"-SGNR-****+ X 4 111 136 
Ipi Tombi 2Y-0-E-14"-GNF-*** 1 2 1 4 $10 1 90 
Itzim 6Y-R-E-12"-SGNR-**** X 5 *12 140 
Jack Snipe 6W-Y-M-8"-SGRF-**** $ 2 S 4 1 5 X 45 
Jaguar 2Y-0-EM-16"-GNC-*** 1 2$ 4 1 9$ 80 
Jenny 6W-W-M-10"-SGNFR-**** X 2 $ 4 1 7 $ 60 
Jet Fire 6Y-R-EM-12"-SGNFR-**** * 6 *15 150 
Joanne d'Arc 2W-YWY-LM-16"-GNC-*** * 3 1 8 125 
Johann Strauss 2W-0-M-16"-GC-*** $ 5 X14 $45 
jonquilla 10Y-Y-M-6"-SGR-***++ S 2 1 4 1 6 1 50 
jonquilla flore pleno 10Y-Y-LM-6"-SGR-**+ * 2 X 4 $ 6 0 50 
Joybell 6W-Y-EM-12"-SGNR-*** * 5 114 145 
Jumblie 6Y-0-EM-6"-SGNFR-**** 1 2 1 4 1 9 1 BO 
Karelia 1W-Y-LM-18"-SG-*** $ 2 1 6 117 
Keats 9W-GGY-EM-15"-GNC-***+ * 5 $12 140 
Kehelland 4Y-Y-M-5"-SR-** 1 4 $10 135 
Kenellis 12W-Y-LM-6"-SGR-*** 1 6 $15 $55 
Kidling 7Y-Y-LM-4"-SR-****+ X 3 1 8 125 
Kilworth 2W-GRR-LM-18"-SGN-**** S 2 X 4 110 1 90 
King Alfred 1Y-Y-E-18"-GNCF-**** 1 2 1 4 1 9 1 BO 
Kingscourt 1Y-Y-M-18"-SGC-**** 1 2 $ 5 112 * 99 
King Size 11Y-Y-LM-19"-SG-* 0 X0  1 3 1 9 125 
Kissproof 2YR-R-LM-16"-SGN-**** 1 2 4 $10 1 90 
Kitty 6W-Y-M-12"-SGN-**** 1 2 $ 4 $12 1100 
La Belle 7Y-0-L-5"-R-*** 110 125 $80 
Larkwhistle 6Y-Y-M-10"-SGN-**** 1 3 1 8 $25 
Las Vegas 1Y-Y-M-24"-GNF-**** * 2 1 5 112 	1100 
Laurens Koster 8W-Y-EM-14"-GN-****+ $ 2 1 4 1 7$ 60 
Le Beau 6Y-Y-EM-12"-SGNF-**** $ 3 X 8 126 

"Feed" yours da44od4it4 wood aisheis PLOM your 
iiAeptace on. wood 4tove. They'U AewoAd you 
',text Spning! 



NAME DESCRIPTION PER 
1 

PERK PER 
3 	10 

PER 
100 

Leeuwenhorst 2W-YY0-EM-18"-GNC-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 $ 80 
Lemon Beauty 11W-WWY-M-14"-SGN-**** $ 2 $ 4 $12 $100 
Lemon Glow 1Y-Y-M-18"-SGC-*** $ 2 $ 4 $12 $100 
Liberty Bells 5Y-Y-LM-12"-SGN-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 7 $ 65 
Limerick 3W-R-LM-15"-SGN-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 $ 80 
Limpkin 2W-WWY-M-18"-SG-*** X 8 $22 $65 
Lintie 7Y-YO-L-8"-SNR-**** X 2 X 4 $ 6 $ 50 
Little Beauty 1W-Y-E-5"-SNFR-**** $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 $ 80 
Little Gem 1Y-Y-EM-4"-SNFR-**** $ 2 0 4 $ 9 80 
Little Witch 6Y-Y-M-8"-SGNR-**** $ 2 $ 4 $ 6 $ SO 
lobularis 10Y-Y-EM-6"-GNFR-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 5 $ 35 
Loch Stac 2Y-R-LM-16"-SG-**** $ 4 $11 $35 
Louise de Coligny 2W-P-M-14"-GNF-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Love Call 11W-00Y-M-18"-SGC-*** $ 3 I  9 $28 
Lunar Sea 1Y-W-M-18"-SGC-*** $ 3 $ 6 $18 
macleayi 10W-Y-M-3"-SR-** $15 $40 
Makassar 2Y-Y-LM-GNC-*** $ 2 X 4 $10 $ 90 
Manley 4Y-0-LM-12"-SG-*** $ 2 $ 5 $12 $100 
March Sunshine 6Y-Y-VE-10"-GNF-**** $ 2 $ 4 $ 7 $ 65 
Marie-Jose 11W-WYW-LM-16"-SGN-*** I 2 X 5 $12 $100 
Martha Washington 8W-YO-LM-18"-SGN-****+ $ 2 $ 5 $12 $100 
Mary Bohannon 2Y-0-EM-16"-GNF-**** $ 2 $ 4 0 9 $ 80 
Matapen 8W-R-LM-16"-SGN-*** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Mega 9W-GYR-LM-18"-SGNC-***+ $ 2 $ 5 $15 
Meeting 4Y-YW-M-14"-SG-*** X 2 4 $12 $100 
Merry Bells 5W-Y-LM-14"-SG-*** $ 6 	$15 $48 
Minnow 8W-Y-M-5"-SGR-**** 0 2 $ 4 $ 6 $  50 
Mistral 11W-Y-LM-16"-SG-*** $ 3 X 8 $25 
Mite 6Y-Y-EM-5"-SR-**** $10 $25 $80 
Modoc 1Y-Y-EM-16"-SGC-*** $ 3 $ 8 $25 
Mol's Hobby 11Y-Y-M-14"-SGN-*** $ 2 X 4 $10 $ 90 
Mon Cherie 2Y-PPO-M-16"-SGC-*** $ 2 $ 6 $15 
Mondragon 11Y-0-M-14"-SG-*** 0 3 $ 9 $28 
Moneymaker 2Y-Y-EM-16"-GC-*** $16 $40 
Moonbird 11Y-WY-LM-12"-SG-*** $ 6 $15 $55 
Moon Orbit 2Y-Y-LM-18"-GN-*** $ 2 $ 4 010 $ 90 
Mount Hood 1W-W-M-15"-GN-**** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Mount Joy 7Y-Y-LM-15"-SGNC-****+ $ 3 $ 8 $26 
Mrs. Oscar Ronalds 2W-P-LM-14"-SGN-**** 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Muscadet 2W-Y-M-16"-GNFC-****++ $ 	3 1  $ 	8 $26 
Mustard Seed 2Y-Y-EM-4"-SGR-*** $10 	$28 $90 
nanus 10Y-Y-EM-8"-GR-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 5 $ 40 
Newcastle 1W-Y-M-15"-SGC-*** $ 2 $ 5 $16 
Nor-Nor 2Y-0-M-10"-SGNR-**** $ 4 $10 $36 
Norway 1W-Y-M-20"-GC-*** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Obelisk 11Y-Y-LM-18"-SG-*** $ 6 	$16 $55 
obvallaris 10Y-Y-VE-8"-GNR-**** $ 2 $ 4 $ 6 $ SO 
Ocean Spray 7W-W-M-12"-SGNR-****+ $ 3 $ 8 $25 
odorus 10Y-Y-E-10"-GNFR-****+ X 2 $ 4 $ 6 $ 50 
odorus plenus 10Y-YG-E-10"-GNFR-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $ 6 $ 50 
Oecumene 11Y-GYY-LM-14"-SG-**** $ 4 $11 $35 
Orange Glory 6Y-Y-EM-12"-GNCF-*** I 2 $ 5 $12 
Orange Progress 2Y-0-M-18"-GNC-**** $  2 $  5 $12 $ 95 
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NAME DESCRIPTION PER 
1 

PER 
3 

PERi PER 
10 	100 

Orange Queen 7Y0-0-M-10"-SGNR-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $ 6 1 50 
Orangery 11W-0Y-EM-14"-SGN-**** 2 $ 4 010 	1 90 
Ormeau 2Y-Y-EM-14"-SG-*** 2 $ $18 
Palette 11W-GYO-M-16"-SG-*** I 8 $22 070 
Palmares 11W-P-LM-14"-SG-**** $  7 $18 165 
Paole Veronese 2W-00Y-M-16"-GN-**** 0 2 0 5 $12 	1100 
paper white (Galilee) 8W-W-VE-12"-F-***+ $ 2 $ 4 $ 8 $ 60 
paper white (Nazereth) 8W-Y-VE-16"-F-****+ 1 2 4 $10 	$ 90 
paper white (Nuni) 8Y-Y-E-12"-F-****++ $ 2 0 4 1 9 1 80 
paper white (Omiri) 8Y-Y-E-24"-F-****++ $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 1 80 
paper white (Shelag) 8W-W-E-24"-F-****+ 2 $ $ 9 $ 80 
paper white (Yahl) 8W-Y-E-18"-F-****++ 2 $ 4 $ 9 1 80 
paper white (Ziva) 8W-W-VE-18"-F-****+ 2 $ 4 $ 8 • 	60 
Papillon Blanc 11W-W-L-14"-GN-**** $ 2 4 0 9 4 80 
Parcpat 7Y-0-M-12"-SGN-***+ 1 2 $ 5 $12 
Parisienne 11W-0-LM-14"-SGN-**** $ 2 $ 4 $10 4 90 
Passionale 2W-P-LM-16"-SGC-*** 1 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Paula Cottell 3W-WWY-LM-7"-SR-*** $15 $40 
Pearlax 11W-P-LM-14"-SG-**** $ 3 $ 8 020 
Pearl Shell 11W-Y-LM-14"-SG-**** $ 3 1 8 020 
Peche Melba 11W-0-M-16"-SG-*** $ 4 $10 $35 
Peeping Tom 6Y-Y-E-12"-GNR-**** 0 2 0 4 $ 8 	$ 70 
Pencrebar 4Y-Y-M-6"-SR-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 7 1 60 
Peridot 2W-GWO-L-14"-SGN-*** 2 $ 4 9 $ 80 
Petit Four 4W-P-M-14"-SG-*** 1 3 0 8 $25 
Petrel 5W-W-LM-12"-SGN-**** $ 7 $18 $50 
Philomath 7Y-Y-M-8"-SGNR-****+ $ 2 $ 6 115 
Piccolo 1Y-Y-EM-6"-SFR-*** 110 $28 
Pick Up 11W-0-M-16"-SG-*** 3 0 8 120 
Picoblanco 3W-W-M-6"-SR-**** $20 
Pink Easter 2W-P-M-16"-SG-*** $ 5 $12 040 
Pink Fancy 2W-YYP-L-16"-SGC-*** $ 2 0 4 $10 $ 90 
Pink Pride 2W-P-LM-18"-SGN-**** $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Pipit 7Y-W-M-14"-SGNC-****+ $ 2 $ 5 015 
Pixie's Sister 7Y-Y-M-4"-SR-****+ $ 5 $14 145 
Polly's Pearl 8W-W-EM-16"-SGNCF-**** $ 3 $ 9 $30 
Pomeranza I1W-0-LM-14"-SG-*** $ 2 $ $12 	1100 
Praline 4W-0-L-15"-SGC-*** $ 7 018 $60 
Primeur 1Y-Y-M-18"-SGC-*** $ 3 1 8 $25 
Printal 11W-Y-LM-16"-SG-*** $ 5 $14 $45 
Professor Einstein 2W-R-LM-14"-GN-*** $ 2 O 4 010 $ 90 
Pueblo 7W-W-LM-14"-SGN-****+ $ 3 $ 8 $22 
pumilis 10Y-Y-M-6"-GR-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ S 0 40 
pumilis plenus 10Y-WGY-M-5"-SR-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 8 1 70 
Quail 7Y-Y-M-14"-SGN-****+ $  3 $ 8 $25 
Quince 6Y-Y-M-5"-SR-*** $  5 114 $45 
Rainbow 2W-WWP-LM-15"-SGC-**** $ 3 1 8 125 
recurvus 10W-YYR-VL-15"-SGN-***+ $  2 $ 4 0  9 $ 80 
Red  Hill 2W-R-M-15"-SGNC-**** $  2 $ 4 $  9 1 80 
Riesling 11W-WWY-M-16"-SGC-*** $  5 114 $45 
Rikki 7W-Y-LM-6"-SGR-***+ $10 $28 $90 
Rockery White 1W-W-EM-5"-SR-*** $  3 $  8 $22 
Romance 2W-P-LM-16"-SG-**** $  5 $14 145 
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NAME 

Romeo 
Rosanna 

DESCRIPTION 

8Y-R-LM-14"-SGN-**** 
11W-0-LM-14"-SGN-*** 

PER PER PER 

	

1 	3 	1 	10 

	

$ 	$ 	4.1 	7 

	

$ 	3 	$ 	8:$22 

PER 
100 

$ 60 

Rosas 2W-0-M-16"-G-*** $ 	$ 	8 1  822 
Roseanna 2W-P-L-12"-SGN-**** $ 2i $ 4 	$ 	7 $ 60 
Rose Caprice 2W-P-LM-18"-SG-*** $ 	2! X 	5 	$12 $100 
Rose of May 4W-W-VL-14"-SG-*** $ 	2 	$ 4'$ 7 $ 60 
Roseworthy 2W-P-L-12"-SG-*** $ 	2. $ 	4.1110 1  90 
Rosy Cloud 4W-P-M-14"-GNC-*** $ 	2 	$ 6 	$16 
Rosy Sunrise 2W-YYP-L-16"-GNC-*** $ 	2 	$ 	4.112 $100 
Rosy Trumpet 1W-P-EM-10"-GNR-*** $ 	2 . $ 4 	$ 	7 $ 60 
Royal Highness 110-Y-E-16"-SGCF-*** $10 	$25, $80 
Royal Pink 2W-WWP-M-16"-SG-*** $ 	2 	$ 	4.912 
Royal Victory 1Y-Y-LM-18"-SGNC-*** $ 2 	$ 4 	$12 $100 
Rungis 11Y-Y00-LM-16"-SG-*** $ 3 $ 8 	$22 
rupicola 10Y-Y-EM-3"-SR-***+ $ 3 $ 7 $20 
Saint Patrick's Day 2Y-YW-LM-16"-SGC-**** $ 2 	$ 5 	$12 $100 
Salmon Trout 2W-PYP-LM-14"-SG-*** $ 2 	$ 4 	$12 $100 
Salome 2W-PPY-L-15"-SG-**** $ 2 $ 4 $10 X 90 
Samba 5Y-R-LM-12"-SGNR-**** $ 4 $10 	$36 
Sancerre 11W-Y-LM-17"-SGNC-*** $ 	4 	$11 	138, 
Sanda 8W-Y-M-12"-SGCF-****+ $ 3 	$ 9 	$28 
Satin Pink 2W-P-LM-18"-SG-**** $ 2 	$ 4 $12 	$100 
scaberulus 10Y-Y-EM-8"-SR-**** $ 2 	$ 6 	$14 $120 
Scarlet Gem 8Y-R-LM-14"-SGN-*** $ 	2 	$ 4 .  $ 	8 	$ 	70 
Scarlet O'Hara 2Y-R-EM-16"-SN-*** $ 2 	$ 4 $10 	$ 90 
Scarlet Royal 2Y-R-M-20"-GN-**** $ 	2 	$ 	4:$10 $ 90 
Sea Gift 7Y-Y-M-6"-SR-*** $10 	$251$90 
Segovia 3W-Y-M-6"-SR-**** $ 	8 	020'870 
Sennocke 5Y-Y-LM-6"-SR-*** $ 8 $20 	$70 
Serola 2Y-R-M-16"-GNC-**** $ 	2 	$ 	6. $16 
Shimmer 6Y-0-VE-12"-SGN-*** $ 	4 	$11' $36 
Sidhe 5Y-Y-L-10"-SGR-*** $ 	2 	$ 	5'112 
Silver Chimes 8W-W-LM-15"-SGN-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
Sir Winston Churchill 4W-WO-LM-15"-SGN-****+ $ 	2 	$ 4 	$101$ 	90 
Small Talk 1Y-Y-EM-3"-SR-*** $10 	$25 
Snowball 4W-W-L-14"-SGN-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 8 $ 70 
Snow Princess 3W-YY0-LM-16"-GN-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 8 X 70 
Soestdijk 2W-YOW-EM-16"-GC-*** $ 3 	$ 7 $20 
Sovereign 11W-00W-M-16"-SG-*** $20 $55 
Space Shuttle 11W-0-M-14"-SG-*** 010 $25 	$99 
Spellbinder 1Y-W-M-18"-GN-*** $ 2 	X 4 $12 $100 
Split 11W-W-LM-12"-GNC-*** $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 $ 80 
Squire 1Y-Y-E-16"-SG-*** $  5 	$12 	145 
St. Agnes 8W-0-LM-14"-SGN-****+ $  2  $ 4 $ 8 $ 70 
Stadium 2W-Y-M-14"-G-*** $ 3 	$ 8 022 
Stafford 7Y-0-M-6"-SR-*** $ 	7' $18 165 
Stainless 2W-W-LM-18"-SGN-**** $ 	2:  $ 	6. $15 $120 
Stint 5Y-Y-M-13"-SGNC-*** $ 5 	$12 $40 
Stratosphere 7Y-Y-LM-24"-SGN-**** $ 3 	X 8 125 
Suave 3Y-Y-L-24"-SGC-**** $10 	$25 $80 
Sugarbush 7W-YYW-LM-12"-SGN-****++ X 	2•  $ 	4 1  7 $ 60 

"Da tiodit" is the Engtish name C'it the genus "naAci,szue which is £n the 
amcoLy.elit, d amiX.y, and "ionquite ane fu4t one ceAtain type q them. 
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NAME 

Sun Chariot 
Sundial 
Sun Disc 
Sunset Serenade 
Super Star 
Suzy 
Sweetness 
Tahiti 
Tanagra 
Tannhauser 
telamonius plenus 
Teneriffe 
tenuior 
Tete-a-Tete 
Thalia 
The Little Gentleman 
Tinker 
Tiritomba 
Titania 
Tittle Tattle 
Top Hit 
Topolino 
Toscanini 
Travertine 
Treena 
Trepolo 
Tresamble 
Trevithian 
triandrus albus 
triandrus concolor 
Tricollet 
Trousseau 
Tuesday's Child 
UFO 
Unique 
Unsurpassable 
Valdrome 
Verdin 
Vigil 
Vincinnes 
Vireo 
Vivarino 
W. P. Milner 
Wahkeena 
Watergate 
Waterperry 
Wee Bee 
Westward 
White Caps 
White Lion 
Willet 

DESCRIPTION PER PER 
1 	 , 	3 

PER 
10 

PER 
100 

2Y-0-LM-16"-SGN-*** $ 2 1 4 * 9 $ 80 
7Y-GY-M-4"-SFR-**** $ 2 $ 4 1 5 $ 40 
7Y-Y-L-6"-SR-**** X 2 $ 4 $ 6 * 50 
11W-Y-M-14"-SG-*** X 2 $ 4 $12 4100 
2Y-Y-EM-15"-SGN-*** 1 3 1 8 $22 
7Y-R-M-15"-SGN-****+ $ 2 1 4 $ 8 $ 70 
7Y-Y-M-12"-SGNF-****+ $ 2 1 4 0 8 0 70 
4Y-R-LM-16"-SG-**** $ 2 $ 4 610 	90 
1Y-Y-M-5"-SR-*** $10 $25 $90 
2Y-YYR-M-l8"-G-*** $ 2 X 4 $10 $ 90 
10Y-GY-E-12"-GN-*** $ 2 11 	4 $10 $ 90 
11W-Y-LM-14"-SGNC-*** $ 2 $ $10 S 90 
10Y-Y-LM-6"-SR-***+ $ 4 611 $38 
6Y-0-E-6"-SNFR-**** $ 2 1 4 0 9 $ 80 
5W-W-LM-12"-GN-**** 1 2 0 4 $ 8 $ 70 
6Y-Y-EM-8"-SGR-*** 6 *15 050 
2Y-R-EM-18"-GN-**** 2 1 4 $10 * 90 
11Y-0-EM-18"-SG-*** 011 $30 
6W-W-EM-12"-SGNR-**** X 4 $10 036 
7Y-GY-L-15"-SGN-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $ 7 $ 60 
11Y-0-M-14"-SG-*** 0 3 $ 8 025 
1Y-W-LM-7"-SR-*** $ 2 1 4 $ 8 0 70 
2W-WWP-LM-16"-GNC-*** $ 2 $ $ 9 80 
11W-GWW-EM-14"-SG-*** $ 4 $11 $35 
6W-Y-EM-12"-SG-*** $55 
11Y-R-LM-14"-SGNC-*** $ 6 $16 $55 
5W-W-LM-14"-SGN-**** 0 2 $ 4 $ 8 $ 70 
7Y-Y-EM-16"-GN-****++ 0 2 $ 4 $ 7 $ 60 
10W-W-EM-4"-SR-*** 2 $ 4 * 5 $ 40 
10Y-Y-M-4"-SR-*** $ 2 $ 5 118 $150 
11W-0-LM-14"-SG-*** f 3 O 9 *28 
1W-Y-EM-15"-SGNC-**** $ 2 * 5 812 $100 
5W-Y-M-13"-SGC-**** X 5 $12 $40 
3W-R-M-18"-SGNC-**** $ 2 $ 5 $12 $100 
4W-WY-LM-16"-SG-**** $ 2 $ 4 010 $ 90 
1Y-Y-EM-10"-GF-**** 1 2 1 4 0 9 X 80 
11W-Y-LM-15"-SG-*** 1 2 4 0 9 80 
7YW-W-LM-12"-SG-***+ $ 5 $14 $45 
1W-W-M-18"-SGC-*** $ 4 $10 $36 
11Y-0-LM-16"-SG-*** 1 3 8 122 
7Y-GYY-VL-8"-SGR-***+ $ 3 $ 8 $22 
11Y-0-M-14"-SG-*** $ 3 $ 8 $22 
1W-W-EM-5"-SNR-**** 1 2 X 4 $ 8 $ 70 
2W-Y-LM-18"-SG-*** X 4 111 $36 
2W-00Y-LM-16"-GNC-*** 0 3 $ 8 $25 
7W-P-M-10"-SGNR-****+ $ 2 $ 4 $ 9 * 80 
1Y-Y-M-5"-SR-**** 0 5 114 $45 
4W-Y-M-16"-SG-*** X $11 $36 
6W-Y-M-12"-SGN-*** $ 4 *11 $36 
4W-WYY-M-18"-SG-**** X 2 $ 4 $10 $ 90 
6Y-Y-M-12"-SGN-*** 31 1 8 $26 

PLEASE ptant your buth immediatety  upon. detivety! Handy 
buttm that have made hoots "should not pLeezei 
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NAME DESCRIPTION PER! PER! PER 
1 	3 	10 

PER 
100 

White Marvel 4W-W-LM-14"-SG-**** $ 2 	$ 	41 010 1 90 
willkommii 10Y-Y-M-3"-SR-*** $10!$25' $90 
Wren 4Y-Y-LM-5"-SR-** $15. $40 
Xit 3W-W-M-6"-SR-**** $20, $50 
Yellow Cheerfulness 4Y-YYW-L-14"-GN-****1- $ 	2' $ 	4 $ 9 0 80 
Yellow Sun 2Y-Y-EM-20"-GC-*** $ 	21$ 4 0 7 $ 60 
Yellow Xit 3W-Y-LM-6"-SR-**** $10 	$25 090 
Youth 1Y-Y-EM-12"-GNF-**** $ 	21$ 4 $10 $ 90 

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS BY DIVISION 
(General Characteristics found on Page 3) 

DIVISION 1 - TRUMPET 
Arctic Gold - has excellent show form - indeed a handsome daffodil. 
Bambi - very early; bicolor naturalizes; an improved Trumpet Major; is suita-

ble for 18th Century gardens. 
Beersheba - outstanding early white trumpet for mass planting. 
Best Seller - very large pale yellow trumpet; showy. 
Bravoure - fantastic; large bicolor trumpet of excellent substance and form; a 

winner! 
Broughshane - a noble immense white trumpet; excellent for mass plantings. 
Cantatrice - pure white at maturity; a show flower. 
Colleen Bawn - a very pretty little white trumpet; at home in a small border. 
Foresight - a bicolor trumpet of good merit for show and excellent in the 

garden. 
Glacier - a pretty white trumpet from the Richardsons of Ireland. 
Goblet - one of the largest bicolors with a frilled expanded trumpet of lemon-

buff. 
Golden Harvest - this excellent trumpet has taken the place of, and is given 

for King Alfred in many cases. 
Golden Rapture - a handsome well formed colossel yellow trumpet; show winner. 
King Alfred - that old classic meaning "Daffodil" to most people; good for 

mass planting and naturalizing. 
Kingscourt - nicely refined yellow trumpet of faultless form and superb quali-

ty; a winner! 
Las Vegas - a massive pale yellow trumpet that catches the attention of all 

who see it; an eye opener. 
Lemon Glow - pale lemon-lime beauty of immense size and excellent form. 
Lunar Sea - a unique sulphur lemon and white trumpet of excellent form and 

growth habit. 
Mount Hood - that colossal favorite; quite a show in mass plantings; opens 

creamy; turns white. 
Newcastle - superb show flower from Dunlap; prone to rot, so keep bulbs cool 

and dry in summer. 
Norway - strong old Dutch bicolor trumpet of excellent garden merit. 
Rosy Trumpet - extraordinarily different pink trumpet with good color; has 

twisted petals; naturalizes beautifully; looks at home in old gardens. 
Royal Victory - a colossal well formed late golden yellow trumpet. 
Spellbinder - "Brecks" infamous, misnamed "Pistachio"; this stunning reverse- 

bicolor trumpet turns white at maturity with lemony chartruse perianth. 

Nevin_ ptant da66odi.e.6 in isoi.e when buth have plLeviousty disappecmed. Don't 

put 6eAtitizert, in the hates with your. butbs! This may cause them to buAn. 
Topcirte,sis ONLY! 
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Division I cont. 
Trousseau - cheese colored trumpet with creamy perianth; valuably early. 
Unsurpassable - one of the largest; a jumbo trumpet; the world's image of a 

daffodil. 
Vigil - lovely; show winner from Mr. Guy Wilson of Ireland. 
Youth - excellent early short stemmed trumpet; good for pots and forcing. 

DIVISION 2 - LARGE CUP 
Accent - that lovely vivid sunproof pink from Mr. Grant Mitsch of Oregon. 
Ambergate - a real show stopper with orange suffused into the petals from 

the brick red cup; precursor of an all red daffodil. 
Binkie - an excellent reverse bicolor for mass planting and naturalizing; 

cup turns white; petals stay soft yellow. 
Carlton - world's most numerous daffodil with delightful vanilla fragrance; 

large soft yellow; fine in south, also. 
Caruso - large flower with deep yellow perianth with a large rather flat 

orange red cup; striking flower. 
Ceylon - one of our best growers with longest lasting flowers; excellent 

choice red and yellow. 
Curly - ultra frilled two toned yellow; very unusual. 
Daviot - quite unusual banded cup with a smooth white perianth. 
Daydream - a dazzling reverse bicolor of prime show form. 
Debutante - a beautifully frilled coral pink cup with perianth of excellent 

show form and substance. 
Delibes - a grand red banded flat cupped flower for the garden. 
Doctor Alex Fleming - one of those unusual very frilled cupped daffs; cup 

bright red; petals white. 
Firestreak - a dazzling display of white and red in contrasting rays. 
Fortissimo - a gargantuan red and yellow; one of our largest. 
Georgia Moon - a colossal and stunning soft yellow large cup for a real garden 

display. 
Gigantic Star - an immence giant of golden yellow; will put on quite a show in 

your garden. 
Green Rival - a lovely large Dutch cross of Binkie X Spellbinder. 
Ice Cap - elegant pure white with show form and garden gracefulness; excellent 

grower. 
Ice Follies - very popular; large flat showy cup turns white at maturity; an 

excellent selection for mass planting and naturalizing. 
Indian Ruler - exceptionally large and improved sibling of Armada. 
Ipi Tombi - an extremely early orange cup with blood of Grand Soleil d'Or; 

interesting. 
Jaguar - a Richardson cultivar of fine form, substance and color; suitable for 

the show bench and naturalizing. 
Kilworth - one of the best all-around red and whites; a first rate grower; 

excellent choice for mass planting. 
Kissproof - one of the best with buff petals and brick red cup; 3/4 sunproof; 

excellent. 

Fmcing -IA a On win. en pnoject. U4e 
the va,Lietiez with a suitabitity code 
"F" and Wtow the planting in4tanction4 
that wilt be bent with yours bulbs. Ours 
Butb Pan4 arse wondeAW 150A thiis! See 
page 23 im mime in tiokmation. 
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Division 2 - cont. 
Louise de Coligny - an extremely pleasant aroma comes from this very nice 

small pink; naturalizes beautifuly. 
Mary Bohannon - what a good "bonny lass" of a flower; early; very frilled 

orange cup; excellent display. 
Mon Cherie - fantastic, large and showy; giant flat multi-shaded pink, yellow 

and orange cup. 
Moon Orbit - deep clear yellow-gold throughout with excellent form and 

substance. 
Mrs. Oscar Ronalds - one of the best colorfast garden pinks; a frilled cup; 

from "down under"; excellent grower. 
Nor-Nor - fantastic intermediate with orange flushing into the white perianth; 

excellent for small garden. 
Orange Progress - excellent frilled cupped; very showy orange and yellow. 
Ormeau - one of the finest, smoothest, golden large cups for show and garden; 

an old stand-by. 
Paole Veronese - a dazzling display of a large, flat, orange cup; very showy. 
Passionale - a show flower of excellent form and pure soft pink. 
Peridot - white petals with a neat orange-yellow rimmed cup. 
Pink Fancy - a peachy-yellow and pink cup on a symmetrical white perianth. 
Pink Pride - probably the best sunproof pink to date; a superb grower and a 

peach of a bloom. 
Professor Einstein - a very flat brick red cup against a white perianth. 
Rainbow - a superb large pink banded cultivar from the Richardsons. 
Red Hill - a brilliant red cup on a smashing white perianth. 
Romance - one of the finest show pinks; excellent color, form and substance. 
Roses - a very showy white with a large unusual frilled, bright orange cup. 
Roseanne - an intermediate little beauty of a pink with a long sunproof cup 

offset by a pure white perianth; excellent. 
Rose Caprice - one of the largest pinks with good form and color. 
Roseworthy - bright rosy pink, frilled, flat cup and nice, smooth white peri-

anth. 
Rosy Sunrise - a very fringed, trumpet shaped cup of salmon apricot; white 

perianth. 
Salmon Trout - this is an old favorite multi-toned pink from that famous 

Richardson breeder of Ireland; give some shade. 
Salome - a unique peach toned pink from the Richardsons; a real dandy; give 

some shade for best color. 
Satin Pink - also from the Richardsons; this pink is very smooth and of excel-

lent form; shade also. 
Scarlet O'Hara - a very fine early red cup; very prolific; for cut flowers and 

forcing. 
Scarlet Royal - an uncommon combination of pale yellow perianth and blazing 

scarlet red cup; a stunning daffodil; at best when shaded. 
Serola - one of the largest and brightest; great for garden and show; not 

registered. 
Soestdijk - very showy cultivar from Lefeber of Holland. 
Stadium - the spectacular massive canary corona on this daffodil makes it a 

knockout in the garden. 
Stainless - a pristine flower of white perfection; a prolific and excellent 

grower and show flower. 

I you ma4t 6to/te youn butb4 a.6tet digging, 
be puree to keep them in a coot, day place! 
You can, however, p.eant them tight back  -
the ground iA u.suatty cootet than the ait 
im the iummck. 
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Division 2 - cont. 
St. Patrick's Day - a fantastic, new, flat cupped reverse bicolor; a sensa-

tional cultivar. 
Sun Chariot - a riot of red-orange and yellow; prolific blooms; superlative 

garden plant. 
Super Star - a large cup of all yellow from the Gruellemans' Nursery of 

Holland. 
Tannhauser - a jumbo red banded flat cupped yellow beauty; very showy; good 

grower. 
Tinker - an excellent strong, early sunproof red and yellow for naturalizing, 

mass planting, forcing or cut flower. 
Toscanini - a nice frilled pink rimmed garden cultivar. 
Watergate - a pretty "risky" name for a very showy garden flower. 
Yellow Sun - a veritable giant among daffodils; for mass display. 

DIVISION 3 - SMALL CUP 
Amor - has a giant red banded flat cup and white petals; spectacular. 
Barrett Browning - a good inexpensive naturalizer for masses of red and white. 
Birma - earliest red cup; a good naturalizer and often suitable for show; 

partial shade. 
Limerick - a very sharp late blooming blood red and white daffodil for show, 

garden and naturalizing; excellent. 
Matapan - purest white petals and brick red cup; needs shade to keep from 

burning; a real prize. 
Snow Princess - with petals as pure as snow and poet like cups and fragrance; 

a dandy naturalizer. 
UFO - a beautiful Dutch addition to the small cups. 

DIVISION 4 - DOUBLE 
Abba - a lovely double sport of Cragford; early bloomer; excellent forcer. 
Acropolis - amongst the best red and white show doubles. 
Apotheose - a striking strong yellow and orange double. 
Bridal Crown - earliest double poetaz with several pungently fragrant flowers 

per stem. 
Cheerfulness - several tuberose like fragrant blossoms per stem. 
Dick Wilden - a colossal yellow beauty for show and garden. 
Double Event - very smooth double of excellent form, substance and color; for 

show. 
Double Fashion - showy strong double of yellow and orange. 
Duet - a splendid two tone yellow with good strong stems. 
Erlicheer - this sport of White Pearl boosts 15 to 20 double sweet scented 

blossoms per stem. 
Flower Drift - an unusual prolific orange, yellow and white double; an excel-

lent grower. 
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Division 4 - cont. 
Golden Ducat - the double sport of King Alfred; a beauty. 
Honolulu - what an elegant red and white double; appears to be a good doer. 
Manley - unusual creamy and mandarin orange petals; very pretty. 
Meeting - an exceedingly nice yellow and white double; a great garden show. 
Petit Four - a unique pink cupped flower with segments filling its well formed 

corona. 
Praline - an uncommonly late double from Mr. Gerritsen of Holland. 
Rose of May - a unique smallish pure white double; blooms exceptionally late; 

an intermittant bloomer. 
Rosy Cloud - an interesting pale pink double; a sport of Mrs. Backhouse. 
Sir Winston Churchill - this fantastic sport of Geranium boast several large 

fragrant orange and white double blossoms per stem; a superlative grower 
and naturalizer. 

Snowball - nicely formed perianth with a small white snowball of petals in the 
center; different. 

Tahiti - indeed a ravishing red and yellow double; holds its head up in the 
rain; is sunproof; grows beautifully; will win you a prize in a show; 
friends will all want to know where you got it! 

Unique - the Richardson breeding expertise shows up in this first rate yellow 
and white double; perfect for show or your garden; holds its head up. 

White Lion - this beautiful strong white double often has hints of pink and 
orange in cool weather; resists blasting and falling over. 

White Marvel - a unique double sport of the triandrus, "Tresamble". 
Yellow Cheerfulness - the fragrant yellow multi-blossomed mutation of Cheer-

fulness; an excellent naturalizer. 

DIVISION 5 - TRIANDRUS 
Ice Wings - a very durable and fine show flower of the purest smoothest white; 

sensational. 
Liberty Bells - lets ring the bell for freedom and celebrate our independence 

with this yellow beauty! 
Petrel - most flariferous of the triandrus; a real little beauty; one of my 

favorites. 
Samba - lovely intermediate of strong orange and gold; a beauty. 
Sidhe - this gossomer little two toned triandrus hybrid is quite unique in 

form. 
Thalia - this old favorite has several sparkling fusha-like blooms; a superla-

tive naturalizer. 
Tresamble - a large and strong white triandrus hybrid; an improvement on 

"Thalia". 
Tuesday's Child - one of the finest of all triandrus hybrids from Blanchard; 

raised by Wim Lemmers. 

DIVISION 6 - CYCLAMINEUS 
Andalusia - a nice short cupped yellow and red cyclamineus hybrid; give shade. 
Baby Doll - an excellent dwarf cyclamineus; like a small "Peeping Tom". 
Bartley - an improved "Peeping Tom" with a very long trumpet; unusual. 
Beryl - an elfin red banded cyclamineus; excellent for roc ery and natural- 

izing. 
Charity May - an all yellow cyclamineus of show form, 

• . , • a .. . 	 t,, 	 UR 	 , 	
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Division 6 - cont. 
Cock Robin - pretty sprite little yellow and red; raised by Lemmers. 
Dove Wings - a select variety for show or naturalizing with a yellow cup and 

swept back white petals. 
February Gold - this harbinger of spring is amongst the earliest to bloom; top 

flight naturalizer. 
February Silver - a super companion to its gold predecessor. 
Ibis - a very early slender white and yellow from Mr. Mitsch. 
Itzim - very unusual mottled orange color in this cultivar from Mr. Mitsch. 
Jack Snipe - an intermediate in size; perky reflexed white and gold flowers; 

excellent for naturalizing and rockery. 
Jenny - a graceful little white beauty; fine for show, garden or naturalizing; 

an excellent choice. 
Jet Fire - very early red cup; prolific. 
Joybell - borderline cyclamineus, but lovely. 
Kitty - a strong robust bicolor cyclamineus hybrid of excellent form and 

substance. 
Larkwhistle - a midseason beauty that will earn its place on the show table. 
Little Witch - intermediate sized golden cyclamineus excellent for rock garden 

and naturalizing. 
March Sunshine - pony sized blooms ride in the winds of spring; excellent 

naturalizer; very early. 
Peeping Tom - an old favorite; long, long trumpet; good naturalizer; early. 
The Little Gentleman - wonderful upright intermediate; superb small daffodil. 
Titania - large early cyclamineus of Richardson fame. 

DIVISION 7 - JONQUILLA 
Buffawn - one of the largest jonquillas with a beautiful light buff color and 

excellent fragrance; good for show. 
Dickcissel - a striking fragrant flower of rich lemon-gold; several blossoms 

with white cups per stem. 
Eland - quite prolific with flowers of show quality; delightful fragrance; 

excellent grower. 
Golden Perfection - the largest multiple flowered fragrant jonquilla; excel-

lent naturalizer. 
Lintie - a petite intermediate sized jonquil with two red banded yellow 

blooms; excellent for garden and rockery. 
Ocean Spray - an intermediate in size; petite fragrant little gem for the rock 
garden. 
Orange Queen - a variety of odorus rugulosus; nicely formed; a bright orange-

gold throughout; fragrant. 

1  ----- 	 Red cups and pin k4 attain and 
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Division 7 - cont. 
Pueblo - white-white and fancy fragrant; faultless in show form; excellent 

grower. 
Quail - an improved larger Sweetness; prolific in bloom; excellent in bouquet. 
Stratosphere - the tallest by far with stems easily 18" to 24"; bright fra- 

grant golden blossoms; a superlative daffodil for all purposes. 
Sugarbush - the matchless sweet scent from this unusual white and yellow jon- 

quil make it a necessity for any daffodil collection; of great value for 
garden, pots and naturalizing. 

Suzy - several perky perfumed brick red sunproof cups per stem; an exceptional 
variety; for show, garden and naturalizing. 

Sweetness - one of my favorite all around daffodils; excells in fragrance; 
golden color; forceability, naturalizing, garden plant and for show. 

Tittle Tattle - fragrant late green-eyed blossoms; excellent for late show, 
Garden Week and naturalizing. 

Trevithian - pleasantly "odiferous"; this old golden hybrid with several 
blooms per stem is an excellent choice for naturalizing. 

Verdin - one of those excellent Binkie X jonquilla crosses of Mr. Mitsch; 
fragrant reverse bicolor; a real treasure for show or garden. 

Vireo - another from Mr. Mitsch; a treasure of a petite green-eyed jonquil; 
single flower; mild aroma. 

Waterperry - several unusual creamy peach cupped fragrant flowers. 

DIVISION 8 - TAZETTA 
Avalanche - a robust semi-hardy tazetta with glistening white petals and 

yellow cups. 
Canarybird - fragrant orange and yellow multiple blooms; super naturalizer. 
Chinita - tall stems with several pale yellow blossoms sporting red-banded 

fragrant cups; excellent cultivar. 
Cragford - fragrant early multiple orange and white blossoms; forces easily 

without cold period. 
Early Splendour - multiple fragrant orange and white blossoms grace this 

lovely poetaz. 
Geranium - super prolific; fragrant; an excellent grower and naturalizer; tops 

for mass plantings. 
Grand Monarque - a giant flowered polyanthus type with many fragrant white and 

yellow florets per stem; semi-hardy. 
Grand Primo - one of the largest bicolor semi-hardy true tazettas with up to 

20 blossoms per stem; from Bill Welch; very fragrant. 
Grand Soleil d'Or - several fragrant gold and orange semi-hardy blossoms per 

stem; an excellent forcer. 
Halvose - an unusual yellow and orange; fragrant multiple blooms; excellent 

rating from Bill Welch. 
Laurens Koster - a sweetheart of an old fashioned fragrant yellow and white. 
Martha Washington - one of the largest poetaz hybrids; a beauty with two or 

three fragrant yellow, red and white blossoms; excellent. 
paper white (Galilee) - Isreal variety; a smaller strain; compact; extremely 

fragrant. 
paper white (Nazereth) - larger than the above and with yellow cups; very 

fragrant. 
paper white (Shelag) - the most robust and largest strain of these easily 

forced pure white narcissus. 

DIG and REPLANT BULBS (except those natcuLaZized) evuLy 3  -  5 yeaiLs. 
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Division 8 - cont. 
Polly's Pearl - stunning multi-blossomed fragrant tazetta; an exciting 

addition from Bill Welch. 
Romeo - "wherefore art" this lovely multi-flowered fragrant yellow and red 

poetaz; excellent. 
Scarlet Gem - an eye full of bright red and yellow fragrant blossoms; excel-

lent for naturalizing. 
Silver Chimes - a multitude of heaven scented crystalline white blossoms; this 

is a strain that Bill Welch says is superior; an excellent naturalizer; a 
sure show winner. 

St. Agnes - a very pleasant fragrant multi-headed poetaz from P. D. Williams. 

DIVISION 9 - POETICUS 
Actaea - has a dogwood like fragrant bloom; is an excellent late naturalizer. 
Keats - unusual poet from Alec Gray of Cornwall. 
Mega - a Dutch poet that is very large, strong and a good grower. 

DIVISION 10 - SPECIES AND WILD FORMS 
asturiensis 	(minimus) a miniature King Alfred; the smallest trumpet. 
biflorus - "Twin Sisters" is suitable for 18th century gardens and blooms late 

enough for Garden Week. 
bulbocodium conspicuus - "Hoop Petticoat"; amongst the easiest species to 

grow; often reseeds in an acid, sandy soil under pines. 
bulbocodium nivalis - the smallest bulbocodium; I believe that,' have erron-

eously called this tenuifolius in the past. 
bulbocodium obesus - large fat flowers on short stems with twisted prostrate 

foliage; extremely unusual. 
canaliculatus - this beautiful fragrant miniature tazetta is unfortunately shy 

to bloom. 
gracilis - lovely straw colored fragrant jonquilla; about the very latest to 

bloom; excellent naturalizer. 
jonquilla - often called "simplex"; the most fragrant daffodil; a few blossoms 

will fill a room with perfume; grows best in sandy, acid soil that gets a 
good summer baking; suitable for 18th century gardens. 

jonquilla flore plena - double form of the above; delightful but a bit shy to 
bloom. 

lobularis - variety of pseudo narcissus minor conspicuus; excellent natural-
izer for 18th century gardens. 

obvallaris - the "Tenby Daffodil" of Great Britain found in 18th century gar-
dens; very early; excellent naturalizer. 

odorus • "campernelli" type; old fashioned colonial "jonquil" in southeastern 
USA; excellent naturalizer; suitable for 18th century restoration gardens 

odorus plenus - double mutation of the above; excellent naturailzed; fragrant 
greenish-yellow blossoms. 

Ptant butb4 in weft-dAained 
i.f. They hate WET FEET! 
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Division 10 - cont. 
pumilis - fine, small specie yellow trumpet for naturalizing and rock garden. 
pumilis plenus - "Rip Van Winkle" in the trade; dandelion-like double flower 

of yellow, white and green. 
recurvus - "Pheasants Eye"; the fragrant wild poet from north eastern Europe; 

very late blooming; good for Garden Week and 18th century gardens; super 
naturalizer. 

rupicola - one of my favorites; "teenincy" little jonquilla type; exquisite 
scent; wants acid, sandy, well drained soil that gets very warm in the 
summer. 

scaberulus - several deep golden little nuggests on a stem; the smallest daf- 
fodil we grow; a Lilliputian beauty; give similar conditions to rupicola. 

telamonius plenus - old fashioned "Von Sion" or butter and eggs; an early dou- 
ble found in colonial gardens; an excellent naturalizer. 

tenuior - a beautiful little bicolor jonquilla with a sweet scent; good for 
show or rockery. 

triandrus albus - "Angel's Tears"; a species from southern Europe; grows best 
in well drained, sandy soil; exquisite minute flower with one to four 
creamy to white blossoms per stem; variable in form as are most species. 

triandrus concolor - a creamy to canary form of the above; according to the 
experts, I have sold concolor for pulchellus in the past - my apologies 
to you; pulchellus is supposed to be a bicolor. 

DIVISION 11 - SPLIT CORONA 
Brandaris - spectacular yellow and orange collar. 
Broadway Star - a gaudy white and orange sunburst type. 
Burning Heart - showy yellow and orange sunburst type. 
Canasta - showy large white and deep yellow collar type; spectacular. 
Cassata - one of the best splits; cup opens yellow and develops white; very 

showy. 
Chabils - a white perianth with a collar of pink tinged with gold. 
Chanterelle - soft two tone yellow split. 
Colblanc - pure white collar with green eye; unusual. 
Collarosa - white, yellow and pink collar of excellent quality. 
Congress - yellow and orange collar of medium size. 
Doctor William de Mol - one of the best growers; a small collar. 
Dolly Mollinger - a dazzling sunburst of orange and white. 
Egard - one of the earliest and most splendid of the white and yellow splits. 
Estella de Mol - a creamy perianth with an extremely frilled soft yellow split 

corona. 
Fanline - a unique blend of white, pink and yellow in soft tones. 
Floralie - a large ivory white collar on a clear white perianth; very nice. 
Fresco - an unusual ochre yellow flat collar on a well formed pure white 

perianth. 
Frilleuse - the smallest collar to date. 
Holiday Inn - creamy perianth and pretty flat orange-yellow collar. 
King Size - a strapping all gold giant with the presence and substance of a 

king; excellent. 
Lemon Beauty - let the sunshine out with this humdinger. 
Marie-Jose - an unusual sunburst from Lefeber in Holland. 

When yours butbz need digging,  dig them when 
the 6o2iage begins to Lunn yettow but iz 
4stitt visible. 	They cute ea.:siert_ to bind. 
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Division 11 - cont. 
Mistral - a dramatic collar of medium proportions. 
Mol's Holly - decidedly different small cupped two toned yellow collar. 
Mondragon - a golden yellow and deep orange collar; a well formed flower. 
Obelisk - a humdinger of a golden collar with a frill to its cup; unusual. 
Oecumene - a very large golden collar with a pronounced green center; 

excellent. 
Palette - very smooth creamy perianth with a green, yellow and orange banded 

collar; unusual. 
Palmares - smooth white perianth; evenly colored pink frilled collar. 
Parisienne - one of the best; orange (almost red) and white; excellent; pro-

lific grower. 
Pearlax - a very nice frilled pink collar. 
Pearl Shell - pearl collar on a well formed perianth of white. 
Peche Melba - very large deep orange collar on a creamy white perianth. 
Pick Up - a prize collar with a rather smaller orange cup and white perianth. 
Pomeranza - a large, flat split corona of orange on a pure white perianth. 
Printal - a striking, early, heavy, frilled yellow collar that is excellent 

for forcing. 
Rosanna - a fine white and orange split. 
Rungis - an exceptional collar; and excellent grower. 
Sancerre - a large creamy white collar on a pure white perianth; fine flower. 
Space Shuttle - a novel sunburst type form Lefeber. 
Split - a medium sized collar of white and ivory. 
Sunset Serenade - an incredibly beautiful sunburst type from Holland. 
Teneriffe - a nice addition to the collars from, believe it or not. J. Lionel 

Richardson. 
Tiritomba - deep scarlet reflexed collar on golden yellow perianth; extra 

special. 
Top Hit - sulphur yellow perianth and a light orange collar. 
Travertine - an awesome large white collar with a green eye. 
Trepolo - an exciting red and yellow sunburst. 
Tricollet - a real breakthrough in form with its corona divided into thirds; 

outstanding. 
Valdrome - a creamy two tone collar that grows exceptionally well. 
Vincinnes - a Gerritsen beauty by Orange Master. 
Vivarino - a Lefeber collar of yellow and orange. 

MINIATURES (UNDER 6" AND LISTED BY THE ADS) 
April Tears - several well formed rounded pendulant fragrant flowers per stem. 
Baby Moon - a late pale yellow fragrant jonquilla. 
Bagatelle - an excellent little early golden yellow trumpet; forces well. 
Bobbysoxer - small golden circular flowers with flat red banded cups; excel-

lent for naturalizing in a rock garden. 
Chit Chat - a prolific small jonquil hybrid with multiple blooms; show quality 
Gipsy Queen - a half pint reversed bicolor trumpet; very unusual. 
Hawera - several pale yellow elfin bells per stem; one of the best miniatures. 
Jumblie - charming snippet of a cyclamineus; an excellent grower for show, 

forcing or rockery. 

Butim come up nicety thnough Vinea, Ivy anif ()their_ 
vtound cove.& which givez yours butbs a backdrLop and 
hettm them to mane a betters "ztatement". 
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Miniatures - cont. 
Kenellis - an unusual, large, creamy white and pale yellow bulbocodium hybrid 

miniature; unique; a must for your collection. 
Kidling - a select petite jonquilla excellent for show and rock garden. 
Little Beauty - the gnome of the miniature bicolor trumpet world; a prime daf- 

fodil for show and rock garden; naturalizes and forces beautifully. 
Little Gem - as its name implies, a grand little yellow trumpet for show, 

forcing and rock garden; very early. 
Minnow - a petite white and yellow poetaz; multiple blossoms; good grower; 

great for show and rock garden. 
Mite - a superb little cyclamineus hybrid; a show winner; a rock garden beauty 
Pencrebar - a lovely petite, perfect yellow double; excellent for show and 

rock garden. 
Pixie's Sister - a prolific diminutive jonquilla type; a show winner. 
Quince - 2 or 3 soft sulphur yellow florets per stem; the rare sister seedling 

of Tete-a-Tete and Jumblie. 
Rockery White - a white sport of Nanus; beautiful; good grower, but alas - a 

shy bloomer. 
Segovia - Boy! What a daffodil! The whitest white perianth with a small flat 

canary cup; wins beaucoup prizes in the shows; excellent grower. 
Sennocke - this exceptional creamy little triandrus hybrid from England has 

been propogated by tissue culture by Mr. Lemmers of Holland; a sure show 
stopper. 

Sundial - one of the best miniatures for all purposes; one or two pewee flat 
cupped blooms with green centers; an exceptional grower. 

Sun Disc - a bit later, larger and more rounded perianth than its sister seed-
ling, "Sundial"; good for Garden Week; excellent grower. 

Tete-a-Tete - the most popular miniature hybrid; excellent for forcing, show 
and borders; probably the easiest miniature to grow. 

W. P. Milner - a dainty creamy old fashioned miniature trumpet excellent for 
small mass plantings. 

Wee Bee - a grand little yellow trumpet for the midseason. 
Xit - a superlative miniature for all purposes; purest white dainty blossoms 

held erect; a very good grower. 
Yellow Xit - a form of the above that shares the same accolades; has yellow 

cup. 

COLLECTIONS, MIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES 
Gloucester County Collection - 10 each of the 5 hardiest varieties; #40 

value for 830. 
Heath Collection - 5 each of 10 varieties; my favorite's; $45 value for 835. 
Tried and True Collection - 5 each of 10 of the proven reliable types; $35. 
Beginner's Show Collection - a collection of 3 bulbs each of 13 cultivars in 

11 divisions; $35. (valued at $62!) Different cultivars from last year. 
18th Century Collection - a group of 10 each of 5 varieties authentic for re- 

construction of Colonial gardens; $30. ($37 value) 
Gloucester Naturalizing Mixture - about 10 of the hardiest types best for low 

maintenance planting; per 100 bulbs; 835. 
Novelty Mixture - selection of over 50 varieties best suited for cutting 

garden; per 50 bulbs 830; per 100 bulbs 850. 
Bulb Tone - all organic 4-10-6 formula (add a bit of Greensand or wood ashes 

for more potash); 251b. 112. 
Holland Bulb Booster - an excellent slow-release formula 9-9-6 specifically 

for tulips and miscellaneous bulbs; broadcast in fall to feed all season; 
3 lb. (covers 75 sq. ft.) 83.75. 	25 lbs. $24.50 

Da6odit butim a/Le among,st the hatdiet and most petit itee p-Pantz! 
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Daffodil Fertilizer - a slow release 5-10-20 formula with trace elements; 
apply in the fall for a continuous growth throughout the season; our own 
formulation. 25 lb. bag $12. 

New Jersey Greensand - natural source of marine potash plus trace elements and 
micro nutrients; 40 lbs. covers 600 sq. ft. 	012. 

Vinyl "T" Stake Labels - the sunproof, non brittle plastic label; we have used 
them with great success; 9 1/2" high; 3 1/2" X 2 1/2" label area; 
$25 per 100. 

Vinyl Stakes - 1" X 7"; we use these for seedlings; per 100, $10. 
Bulb Storage Bags - heavy duty plastic mesh bags that easily hold 12 to 18 

bulbs; $1.50 per 10; *12 per 100. 
Fresh Flowers for Gifts - available only between March 15th and April 15th! 

100 cut daffodils; about 10 varieties can be sent from you to someone 
special who lives within 300 miles of us; $35 post paid; beyond that 
distance, plus UPS Air Service charges. 

Gift Certificates - we will be happy to send your friends or loved ones a gift 
certificate from you so they can make their own bulb choices. They will 
remember you and their lovely gift every spring! 

Bulb Pans - heavy duty green vinyl; 10" across; 5" deep; ideal for forcing 
bulbs; will hold 10 large bulbs. $1.50 ea.; $13.00 per 10. 

Heavy Duty Miniature Bulb Flats - 15" X 18" X 3 1/2"; these are the same flats 
that I have used for miniatures with excellent results for the past 5 
years; they have excellent drainage; are sturdy and reuseable for many 
seasons; 03 ea.; 10 for $25. 

Bulb Storage Trays - 24" X 16" X 9" deep; these are heavy duty, well ventila-
ted, stackable black plastic trays used by the Dutch bulb growers. $4 ea. 

"Thistle Fork" - rogueing and planting tool; ideal tool with a 3" X 8" blade, 
a 3' unbreakable tubular steel shaft with a "T" handle and a foot bar; 
easily digs out unwanted bulbs while you can identify them; unsurpassed 
for digging holes to naturalize bulbs in a wooded area; 030 ea. 

Bulb Planters - tubular chrome plated lightweight bulb planters with a long 
handle suitable for tulips and other small bulbs; 1115. 

Heavy Duty Tubular Daffodil Bulb Planters - an extra-heavy duty planter large 
enough for big daffodil bulbs; with "T" handle; made to last years! $40. 

Handbook for Exhibiting and Judging Daffodils - published by the American 
Daffodil Society; an excellent resource; $4. 

Daffodil Handbook - published by the American Horticulture Society; the best 
comprehensive book on daffodils to date; paperback; $8. 

Daffodils to Show and Grow - descriptive list of 5000 to 6000 varieties of 
currently grown daffodils; $5. 

Spring Flowering Bulbs - the best all color comprehensive book of spring 
flowering bulbs to have been published; excellent cultural information; 
over 500 varieties pictured and described; hard cover. $20. 

Holland Bulb Garden Guide by Dr. A. A. De Hertogh of N. C. State University; 
includes performances of many types of bulbs in trials at 14 locations 
in the USA; also general characteristics and cultural information on 
over 100 species and cultivars; excellent for the professional gardener; 
loose leafed notebook. $30. 

Holland Bulb Forcers Guide - also by Dr. De Hertogh; a must for the profes- 
sional forcer with charts and directions for each type of bulb; time-
frame; cooling requirements; evaluation of cultivars; loose leafed; $30. 

Tiny butim o6 att typez coLe e.66ective when ptanted in the poeketis at the 
baise 	tAee tAunin wheAe they have a natuAat pAotection againzt wind and 
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Leaky Pipe - a new concept in an extremely durable soaker hose made from re-
cycled automobile tires; thousands of tiny non-clogging pores deliver a 
slow even supply of water to your bulbs, vegetables, shrubs or perennials 
at very low water pressure; will use up to 70% less water; guaranteed 5 
years; may be buried or left on top of soil; ideal for bulb beds; 100' 
length with hose fitting. $48. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Please order early this Spring for Fall delivery between September 1st and 
November 1st. We endeavor to ship your order at the proper time for planting 
in your area. If you need your bulbs at a certain time, please let us know. 

We will ship accessories and flowers in the Spring, and accessories and bulbs 
in the fall, ONLY. 

CLOSING DATE 
No orders for miniatures will be accepted after October 15th; for standards, 
November 1st. 

POSTAGE 
Please be sure to include 10% of your order to assist with postage and hand-
ling east of the Mississippi; 20% west of the Miss.; except 10% on miniatures 
and single bulb orders in all of the USA. There will be a 25% surcharge on 
all foreign orders. Foreign orders will be billed for Air Mail postage. 

SALES TAX 
Please add 4 1/2% sales tax to all orders shipped to Virginia residents. 

VOLUME DISCOUNTS 
You may deduct the following discounts from your orders. 10% on $100; 15% on 
$200; 20% on $500; 25% on $1000. 

GARDEN CLUB MONEY MAKING PROJECTS 
Clubs can make money by selling our bulbs. Apply the above discount schedule 
to your total order for your commission. Write for more details, catalogues 
and sales aids. 

ORDER FORM 
Please send us the order blank on the back cover, and keep a record of what 
you ordered by using the order blank on page 26. If you need more order 
blanks, please let us know and we'll gladly send them to you. 

WE SHIP UPS UNLESS YOU REQUEST OTHERWISE - (Last year parcel post took two 
weeks to deliver while UPS took two days!) 

Rodent4 witZ not eat cicq4odit 
butbs because they've poisonous 
to them, but they'tt use mote 
nuns and eat otheiL butbs! 
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MINIMUM ORDER $15.00 

SLIDE TALKS AND CONSULTATIONS 
I give slide talks, lectures and do consulting work when the need 

arises and when time permits. My talks can cover several subjects and can be 
geared to what your group wants and needs. Listed below are the topics of my 
talks. 
1. Daffodils for the Novice - a brief history, nomenclature, culture for the 

home gardener and a selection of the "tried and true" and the new culti-
vars. 

2. Daffodils for Show - how to grow and prepare them for the show table plus 
hybridizing; a hands on workshop "in season". 

3. Daffodils for the Professional - culture and use in the landscape - new 
techniques, tools and fertilizers for planting and care; cultivar selec-
tion and companion planting. 

4. Miniature and specie Daffodils - their use and culture in rock gardens and 
the border. 

S. Tulips and Miscellaneous Bulbs - their culture and use in the home garden 
and the landscape. 

6. Bulb Gardens of the USA and Europe a limited but exciting selection of 
those that I have visited. 

7. Forcing Bulbs - exploring the exciting possibilities of growing many types 
of bulbs in containers for winter color and fragrance indoors. Demonstra-
tions of techniques and equipment; workshop available. 

8. Community Beautification With Bulbs - Review of projects throughout the 
country. Evaluation of your situation; suggestions and planning for your 
own project. 

If I can be of service to your club or organization, please notify 
me. I charge my expenses plus a graduated fee depending on the business 
potential. Please write early to reserve a date on my calendar. 

A FEW PUBLIC GARDENS WHERE SOME OF OUR SPRING FLOWERING BULBS ARE ON DISPLAY 

Brookside - Wheaton, MD 
Cincinnati Zoo - Cincinnati, OH 
Des Moines Botanical Center - Des Moines, IA 
Guston Hall - Lorton, VA 
Inneswood & State Capital - Columbus, OH 
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden - Richmond. VA 
Longwood Gardens - Kennett Square, PA 
Monticello - Charlottesville, VA 
Mount Vernon - Mount Vernon, VA 
Nebraska State Fairgrounds - Lincoln, NE 
New York Botanical Gardens - New York, NY 
N. C. State Arboretum - Raleigh, NC 

A4teA,youA da6 lioditz bloom, it'A ve,ty 
tempting to t-Le up the 4otiage oil cut 
it o.66...but ptease DON'T! 	16 you do, 
you uu_te Aob the bulb oi ptopet nutitients 
that aid in litoweA pAoduction. Tty 
ptanting annuals in liAont o il and abound 
the da“odits just as Soon ass the 4toweAA 
die. By the time the da“odit 6otiage 
begins to tuAn yet ow, the annuals witt 
be beautiiut and wiLE keep youA garden 
continuatty blooming. 
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CUSTOMER'S COPY 
THE DAFFODIL MART 

Rt. 3, Box 794, Gloucester, VA 23061 

Phone # 	  
Name: 	  
Street: 	  
City: 	  
State: 	 Zip 	  
IF GIFT: 
Name: 	  
Street: 	  
City: 	  
State: Zip  
UPS ADDRESS IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE: 
Street:  

Date 	 19 	 
Check Encl. 	Visa 	Mastr.Crd. 	 
MINIMUM CHARGE $25 

Your credit card account will be 
charged when your order is placed. 

Account No. 	  
Bank Card No. (Master Card) 	  
Expiration Date 	  
Signature on card: 

City: 
State: 	 Zip 	  

We reserve the right to substitute if necessary. 
PLEASE GIVE ALTERNATE CHOICES - $15 MINIMUM ORDER 

PLEASE LIST ALPHABETICALLY AND PRINT  CLEARLY 

Variety 	 Amount Quantity 

New Customers DO NOT WRITE Total 
Check Here  l i IN THIS SPACE A 1/2% Va.Res. 

10% Postage East of Miss. 
ADS Members 20% Postage West of Miss. 
Check Here  i j TOTAL ENCLOSED 



September 1, 1987 
Dear Friends, 

The following list is a result of an excellent growing season and 
surplus. We are excited about this and offer you, with enthusiasm, the 
opportunity to purchase these on a "first come/first serve" basis with the 
deadline on standards being November 1st  and for species, October 15th,  May 
these bulbs bring you many blue ribbons and silver cups! 

CULTI VAR 
Angel Eyes 
Ballysillian 
Bolton 
Carsels Gold 
Cazique 
Cherie 
Chevy Chase 
Cheyenne 
Circuit 
Circus Clown 
Daring 
Dik Dik 
Eastern Dawn 
Enterprize 
Flaneur 
Flicker 
Foxfire 
Furbelow 
General Pershing 
Golden Goblet 
Golden Incense 
Grapillon 
Green Island 
Happy End 
Harmony Bells 
Hathor 
Heath Fire 
Kasota 
King's Sutton 
Lady Hillington 
Laurentia 
Layona 
Leonaine 
Leprechaun 
Lilac Charm 
Lima 
Linn 
Loch Garvie 
Mauna Loa 
Melody Lane 
Minuet 
Norwind 
Nymphette 
Orange Wonder 
Oryx 
Palmyra 
Pearly Queen 

DESCRIPTION 
9W-GY0 	Mitsch 
3Y-R - Wilson 
7Y-Y - P.D. Williams 
1Y-Y Lefeber 
6W-W - Mitsch 
7W-P - Mitchell 
7W-W - Watrous 
7W-W - Powell 
7Y-Y - Mitsch 
2W-WOO - Oregon Bulb Farms 
2W-P - Oregon Bulb Farms 
6Y-R - Mitsch 
2W-P - Dutch 
4Y-0  -  Oregon Bulb Farms 
11Y-Y 	Gerritsen 
7Y-YO  -  Mitsch 
2W-GWO - Evans 
4Y-0  -  Richardson 
7Y-Y  -  Dutch 
7Y-Y  -  Dutch 
7Y-Y  -  English 
11W-Y  -  Gerritsen 
2W-GWY  -  Richardson 
7Y-Y  -  English 
5Y-Y - Fowlds 
7Y-Y  -  Barr 
2Y-0 - Richardson 
7Y-0 - Powell 
SY-Y - Australia 
7Y-Y - Dutch 
SW-W - English 
7Y-Y - Brink 
2W-P - Mitsch 
2Y-R  -  P.D. Williams 
6W-GPP - Duncan 
2W-P  -  A.M. Williams 
2W-Y - Mitsch 
2Y-0  -  Lea 
2Y-00R - Mitsch 
2W-P - Mitsch 
9W-GYR  -  Chapman 
11Y-Y 	Gerritsen 
6W-P  -  Duncan 
8W-0  -  Dutch 
7Y-W - Mitsch 
3W-YRR 	Mitsch 
5W-Y - Dutch 

PRICE/EACH 
$ 4.00 

2.00 
2.00 
3.00 

20.00 
2.00 
4.00 
2.00 
4.00 
2.00 
2.00 
S.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 

20.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
2.00 
5.00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 



Penpol 
Piculet 
Pink Easter 
Pink 	ice 
Pink Punch 

7Y-Y - 
5Y-Y - 
2W-P - 
2W-P - 
2W-P - 

P.D.Williams 
Mitsch 
Throckmorton 
Havens 
Oregon Bulb Farms 

2.00 
3.00 

10.00 
15.00 
2.00 

Primrose Cheerfulness 4Y-Y - Dutch 2.00 
Red Sunrise 2Y-0 - Culpepper 2.00 
Richard Tauber 8W-G00 - Dutch 2.00 
Royal Coachman 2W-GYO - Evans 3.00 
Saberwing 5W-W Mitsch 5.00 
Sacaj awea 2Y-0 - Mitsch 2.00 
Sattelite 6Y-0 Mitsch 2.00 
Sierra Gold 7Y-Y - Oregon Bulb Farms 2.00 
Sonia Sloan 2W-P - Fairbairn 3.00 
Sparrow Hawk 2Y-R - Mitsch 3.00 
Suave 3Y-Y - Throckmorton 12.00 
Surtsey 2Y-R - Evans 2.00 
Vulcan 2Y-0 - Richardson 3.00 
Zircon 2W- 11 	- Oregon Bulb Farms 2.00 

The list below is of specie bulbs grown and authenticated by James S. Wells of 
Red Bank, NJ. For our northern customers, most of these bulbs are best grown 
in a cold frame, cool greenhouse or sunporch. We have grown them all very 
successfully in our cold greenhouse and have enjoyed blooms throughout the 
winter and early spring. 	They should be reliably hardy in zones 8 
Planting instructions will be included with bulbs. 

bulbicodium romieuxii 	'Julia Jane' 	(selected clone) 
bulbicodium romieuxii 	- 	Standard form (fantastic) 
bulbicodium obelus 
bulbicodium conspicuus - selected clone 
bulbicodium albidus 

and 9. 

6.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 

10.00 
bulbicodium hybrid 'Tarlaton' 5.00 
bulbicodium hybrid 'Tiffany' 5.00 
bulbicodium hybrid 'Jessamy' 5.00 
bulbicodium hybrid 'Nylon' 5.00 
triandrus pallidulus 6.00 
triandrus pulchellus 6.00 
triandrus hybrid 'Trimon' 	(triandrus X bulbicodium) 10.00 
jonquilla watieri 25.00 
jonquilla rupicola 5.00 
jonquilla fernandesii 6.00 
jonquilla henriquesii 10.00 
jonquilla requenii 	(now "assoanus") 20.00 
jonquilla hybrid 	'Pequinita' 	- Blanchard 25.00 
jonquilla hybrid 'Moncorvo' 	- Blanchard 30.00 
jonquilla hybrid 	'Sabrosa' 	- Blanchard 30.00 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 10 sets of (3 
On $50 order $10 extra bulbs free 
On $100 order $20 extra bulbs free 
On $250 order $50 extra bulbs free 

bulbs each of any $2 ea cultivar) 	for $50! 
- your choice - please give alternates! 
- your choice - please give alternates! 
- your choice - please give alternates! 



ACCESSORIES 

Daffodil Fertilizer - a slow release 5-10-20 formula with trace elements; 
apply in the fall for a continuous growth throughout the season; our own 
formulation. 25 lb. bag $12. 

New Jersey Greensand - natural source of marine potash plus trace elements and 
micro nutrients; 40 lbs. covers 600 sq. ft. 	$12. 

Vinyl "T" Stake Labels - the sunproof, non brittle plastic label; we have used 
them with great success; 9 1/2" high; 3 1/2" X 2 1/2" label area; 
$25 per 100. 

Vinyl Stakes - 1" X 7"; we use these for seedlings; per 100, $10. 
Bulb Storage Bags - heavy duty plastic mesh bags that easily hold 12 to 18 

bulbs; $1.50 per 10; $12 per 100. 
Bulb Pans - heavy duty green vinyl; 10" across; 5" deep; ideal for forcing 

bulbs; will hold 10 large bulbs. 	$1.50 ea.; $13.00 per 10. 
Heavy Duty Miniature Bulb Flats - 15" X 18" X 3 1/2"; these are the same flats 

that I have used for miniatures with excellent results for the past 5 
years; they have excellent drainage; are sturdy and reuseable for many 
seasons; $3 ea.; 	10 for $25. 

Bulb Storage Trays - 24" X 16" X 9" deep; these are heavy duty, well ventila- 
ted, stackable black plastic trays used by the Dutch bulb growers. $4 ea. 

"Thistle Fork" - rogueing and planting tool; ideal tool with a 3" X 8" blade, 
a 3' unbreakable tubular steel shaft with a "T" handle and a foot bar; 
easily digs out unwanted bulbs while you can identify them; unsurpassed 
for digging holes to naturalize bulbs in a wooded area; $30 ea. 

Heavy Duty Tubular Daffodil Bulb Planters - an extra-heavy duty planter large 
enough for big daffodil bulbs; with "T" handle; made to last years! $40. 

Spring Flowering Bulbs  - the best all color comprehensive book of spring 
flowering bulbs to have been published; excellent cultural information; 
over 500 varieties pictured and described; hard cover. $20. 

HAPPY DAFFODILING! 
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